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Outline

• PUNCH4NFDI: a new consortium for research infrastructure


• Reduction: description of the pipeline workflow


• MeerKAT interferometric data: peculiar aspects of the data and scientific 
interest


• Challenges and achievements



What is PUNCH4NFDI?
The Particles, Universe, NuClei and Hadrons (PUNCH) is a 
consortium funded by the National Research Data Infrastructure 
(NFDI).

GOAL: set up a new science data platform, offering 
infrastructures and solutions to advance scientific research.

• Federated (distributed)

• Adhering to EU’s FAIR principles

• Providing access and use of data

PUNCH4NFDI resources: Storage 
and Computing



What is Compute4PUNCH?
Compute4PUNCH is the PUNCH4NFDI 

branch responsible to provide computing 
infrastructure.

Federated infrastructure, 
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What is Storage4PUNCH?

Storage4PUNCH is the PUNCH4NFDI 
branch responsible to provide storage 

infrastructure.
Federated infrastructure, 

distributed all over Germany, 
single access point!

Storage

Example: dCache instance


Streaming of data, mounting of devices


Future: streaming directly into computing nodes



Beyond computing and storage

PUNCH is much more than just federated 
computing and storage resources.


• Research product availability 
through portal


• Metadata of stored products 

• Workflow management 

• Science reproducibility



A use case for this infrastructure

Requirements:


• Large data volume/need for intensive data access    to test storage


• Complex workflow    to test workflow management


• Computationally intensive/need for computation resources      to test 
computing


• Delivering results/making results available through PUNCH  important 
for metadata section, science reproducibility (see Yori’s talk)

A scientific analysis that tests, provides feedback to the development of this 
infrastructure, and exploits synergy among its various parts.



Identified use case: radio data reduction

• 10˙000 sqdeg.


•  ~2500 h of 
observations.


• 300 sqdeg already 
available (MeerKLASS 
pilot observations).


• New observing mode 
for MeerKAT: On The 
Fly interferometric 
mode.

 analysis  pipeline  was  first  presented  in 
 [10],  showing  the  successful  calibration 
 of  dual-polarisation  autocorrelation  data 
 from  64  dishes  using  the  L-band 
 receivers  and  11h  of  data.  We  produced 
 accurate  maps  of  point  sources  and 
 diffuse  Galactic  emission,  extracting  its 
 spectral  index  [11]  over  a  300  deg  2  patch 
 of  the  sky.  We  were  also  able  to 
 measure  the  cosmological  clustering 
 signal  from  MeerKAT  intensity  maps  and 
 WiggleZ  galaxies,  achieving  a  7.7σ 
 detection  of  the  cross-correlation  power 
 spectrum  [12]  (Fig.  1)  in  the  RFI-free 
 frequency  range  1015–973  MHz  (0.40  < 
 z  <  0.46).  Combining  all  the  dishes,  we  achieved  an  equivalent  single-dish  observing  time  of  over  600h, 
 making  this  one  of  the  most  sensitive  HI  IM  observations  to  date.  In  2022  a  short  pilot  observation  in  the 
 UHF  band  over  the  same  area  was  also  performed,  producing  calibrated  sky  maps  over  the  550–1050 
 MHz  band  and  confirming  that  our  pipeline  can  be  successfully  applied  in  the  UHF.  Ongoing  deeper 
 observations  in  UHF  have  the  goal  of  producing  the  first  direct  measurements  of  the  HI  power  spectrum 
 over a wide redshift range. 
 Science with the single dish 21cm intensity mapping survey 
 We  propose  a  multi-year  survey  with  an  observing  time  and  area  optimised  to  provide  stringent 
 constraints  on  cosmological  parameters.  We  conservatively  assume  a  total  effective  time  of  1,300h  (after 
 losses;  see  below),  and  60  operational  dishes,  using  the  UHF  band  to  take  advantage  of  its  wide  redshift 
 range  and  low  satellite  RFI.  We  will  test  cosmology  across  5  redshift  bins  (0.35  <  z  <  1.45),  ideally  suited 
 to  constraining  dark  energy  evolution.  From  our  calibrated  wide-field  HI  intensity  maps,  we  will  measure 
 the  HI  power  spectrum  over  a  wide  range 
 of  scales,  detecting  the  Baryon  Acoustic 
 Oscillation  (BAO)  scale  (~150  Mpc)  with 
 SNR  ≈  4–8,  and  making  a  2% 
 measurement  of  the  power  spectrum  on 
 ultra-large  (~1  Gpc)  scales  around  the 
 matter-radiation  equality  peak.  The 
 proposed  area  covers  –70°  <  δ  <  +5°  and 
 significantly  overlaps  with  several 
 spectroscopic  and  photometric  galaxy 
 surveys  (Fig.  2).  MeerKLASS  will 
 therefore  provide  a  unique  dataset  for 
 multi-wavelength cross-correlations. 
 Fig.  3  shows  expected  constraints  on 
 several  cosmological  parameters  from  a 
 single  redshift  bin  of  the  MeerKLASS  HI 
 IM  survey,  compared  with  4MOST,  which 
 will  start  observing  in  2024  and  overlaps 
 in  the  redshift  range  0.4  <  z  <  0.7.  Other 
 spectroscopic  options  are  DESI,  already 
 taking  data  (3,000  deg  2  overlap,  0.6  <  z  < 
 1.3)  and  Euclid,  starting  this  year  (6,000 
 deg  2  overlap,  0.9  <  z  <  1.3).  Precise 
 measurements  of  the  distance-redshift 
 relation  (  D  A  )  and  cosmic  expansion  rate 
 (  H  )  in  both  auto-  and  cross-correlation 
 will  directly  constrain  dark  energy 
 evolution,  while  measuring  the  linear 
 growth  rate  (  f  )  will  constrain  various 

Credits: MeerKLASS 
collaboration, priv. 

comm.

The MeerKLASS 
survey



Radio-interferometric data

• Radio interferometry works by combining the signal of different radio telescopes 
observing the same object.


• This allows us to increase sensitivity and angular resolution at the expense of the 
field of view.


• Usually radio interferometers are used in fixed pointing mode: they observe their 
target and don’t move.
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operate a radio-interferometer: scanning mode.
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OTF correction for pointing centers

• In order to correlate the signal from 
the telescopes, they are assumed 
to be pointing at the same 
direction in the sky.


• But the telescopes scan a region 
of the sky: their pointing direction 
changes with time.


• Need a correction (rotation) of the 
assumed pointing center into the 
actual pointing center.

Credits: K. Rozgonyi



Novelty aspects of the pipeline

• Standard radioastronomical data reduction pipeline cannot be fully used (OTF 
part is not implemented, massive parallelization to deal with large data 
volumes is needed).


• Need imaging, co-adding, and source extraction (this is a survey).


• New ad-hoc parts need to be developed.


• Will use existing software and software appositely written.



Ad-hoc reduction pipeline
Credits: K. Rozgonyi
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Ad-hoc reduction pipeline

• Flagging, cross- and self-calibration prepare the 
data (rather standard).

• OTF correction (NEW).

• Imaging (1GB input data —> ~5GB output data; 
3h using ~30 cores).

• Mosaicking: finding all the tiles (1 deg region of 
the sky) that cover a given area of scientific 
interest on the sky.

• Source extraction, catalogue creation (metadata).

• Everything managed by orchestration/workflow 
manager.

Credits: K. Rozgonyi



Challenges

Challenges are related to the functioning of the PUNCH4NFDI infrastructure and 
code requirements/complexity of the pipeline.


• Containers need to be created for the various parts for it to run on 
Compute4PUNCH


• Workflow managers need to interact with the computing facility


• As storage and computing are not connected yet, data movement must be 
managed



Achievements - OTF correction
First building block of the pipeline to be implemented 

in Compute4PUNCH.


It tested container creation for custom software and 
the use of a workflow manager.
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Achievements - OTF correction

Container

Snakemake

Arcane

CASA


Chgcentre

• Container succesfully 
submitted to C4P container 
stack. 


• Test job ran requesting 
container from list.


• Container available to use on 
other clusters, solution open 
to be scaled up.

First building block of the pipeline to be implemented 
in Compute4PUNCH.


It tested container creation for custom software and 
the use of a workflow manager.
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C4P login 
node

• Requests container.

• Sends container and script to 

execution node.

• HTCondor scheduler.

Container 
registry

Provides container

C4P exec 
node

Runs job

Achievements - orchestration
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Job submission to Compute4PUNCH done from 
external cluster via snakemake+ssh command to 

HTCondor. 
C4P login 

node
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Container 
registry

Provides container

C4P exec 
node

Runs job

LMU cluster

Snakemake

Manages job submission to 
HTCondor scheduler

Achievements - orchestration

Future implementation will 
use REANA
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Imaging portion needs the software caracal.
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• Caracal can use stimela to access containers in 
a local folder instead of docker registry.

• Caracal developers modified caracal version so 
that local folder can be CVMFS.

• Caracal now accesses cabs in CVMFS, available 
from C4P nodes.
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Achievements - Imaging
Host system (local laptop)

Container

New caracal 
version


Singularity

Caracal

Singularity

Identify needed 
containers. 

Have them available 
in CVMFS.

• Provide to Compute4PUNCH.


• Caracal in container uses containerized 
singularity to access pre-pulled cabs in 
CVMFS.



In its current implementation, Storage4PUNCH and Compute4PUNCH are 
disconnected. Compute4PUNCH does not have a shared file system.


This presented a problem for running the pipeline. It is data intensive and data 
need to be copied to and from the compute nodes each time!


BUT… it spurred new work to include a new cluster (at LMU, hosting the data) 
into Compute4PUNCH.


Dynamic integration of a new node in C4P successful. Provided feedback to 
C4P developers and acted as a pathway for new clusters to be added in the 
future.

Achievements - Data management



Conclusions

• PUNCH4NFDI is a new consortium aiming at creating infrastructure and 
services to improve scientific research in Germany


• Compute4PUNCH and Storage4PUNCH are federated computing and 
storage solutions which require new ways to implement workflows


• Implementation of complex pipelines on this new infrastructure is promising


• Stay tuned for future results


